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Abstract
A hippocampal place cell exhibits multiple firing fields within and across environments. What
factors determine the configuration of these fields, and could they be set down in arbitrary locations? We conceptualize place cells as performing evidence combination across many inputs and
selecting a threshold to fire. Thus, mathematically they are perceptrons, except that they act on
geometrically organized inputs in the form of multiscale periodic grid-cell drive, and external cues.
We analytically count which field arrangements a place cell can realize with structured grid inputs,
to show that many more place-field arrangements are realizable with grid-like than one-hot coded
inputs. However, the arrangements have a rigid structure, defining an underlying response scaffold.
We show that the “separating capacity” or spatial range over which all potential field arrangements
are realizable equals the rank of the grid-like input matrix, which in turn equals the sum of distinct
grid periods, a small fraction of the unique grid-cell coding range. Learning different grid-to-place
weights beyond this small range will alter previous arrangements, which could explain the volatility
of the place code. However, compared to random inputs over the same range, grid-structured inputs
generate larger margins, conferring relative robustness to place fields when grid input weights are
fixed.

Significance statement
Place cells encode cognitive maps of the world by combining external cues with an internal coordinate scaffold, but our ability to predict basic properties of the code, including where a place cell
will exhibit fields without external cues (the scaffold), remains weak. Here we geometrically characterize the place cell scaffold, assuming it is derived from multiperiodic modular grid cell inputs,
and provide exact combinatorial results on the space of permitted field arrangements. We show
that the modular inputs permit a large number of place field arrangements, with robust fields, but
also strongly constrain their geometry and thus predict a structured place scaffold.
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Introduction
Hippocampal place cells exhibit spatially localized firing fields at reproducible locations within and
across 2D environments (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) and more generally when animals move
through more abstract conceptual spaces Aronov et al. (2017). As a population, place cells exhibit
complex responses that depend on both environmental context and location: Place cells respond in
different spatial combinations in different environments, a process referred to as global remapping
Colgin et al. (2008). Within sufficiently large single environments, place cells exhibit multiple fields
(Fenton et al., 2008; Park et al., 2011; Rich et al., 2014). What factors determine where place fields
will form, and can we predict field locations?
Place cells combine multiple streams of information. In addition to their sensitivity to environmental context, they can also respond strongly to external spatial landmarks and to rewards
when such signals are present Hollup et al. (2001); O’Keefe and Burgess (1996). However, when
external sensory signals are not present or are spatially uninformative, place cells nevertheless respond reliably and repeatably O’Keefe (1976); Quirk et al. (1990). Interpreting in a neural setting
the classic ideas of cognitive maps O’Keefe and Nadel (1978); Tolman (1948); McNaughton et al.
(2006) and models of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) Leonard and Durrant-Whyte
(1991); Milford et al. (2004); Cadena et al. (2016); Cheung et al. (2012); Widloski and Fiete (2014);
Kanitscheider and Fiete (2017c,b,a), we espouse the view that a likely role of place cells is to develop appropriate bindings (maps) between an internal self-consistent scaffold of spatial coordinate
representations (presumably generated by grid cells) and external sensory cues (including rewards
in the world). In this view, low-dimensional structured grid responses induce complex place cell
activity patterns, rather than the alternate view in which simple place field patterns induce grid
responses Dordek et al. (2016). The combination of motion-based internal positional estimates
with external sensory cues such as landmarks and boundaries into a self-consistent place-cell map
enables correction of location estimation errors when the external cues are present Welinder et al.
(2008); Burgess (2008); Sreenivasan and Fiete (2011). The same associations further enable intrinsic error correction and location inference in regions where external spatial cues are absent or
missing Sreenivasan and Fiete (2011).
Within this perspective, place cells will respond to external cues when they are available, while
between encounters with localizing external cues, the dominant reproducible part of their spatially
modulated response will be based on self-motion integration, presumably through grid cell activity.
In our view, therefore, grid cells induce place cell activity and structure rather than the other way
around (cf.While theoretically, place cells could generate internally stable fields (not reliant on grid
or external sensory cues) primarily through their own local recurrent dynamics, the capacity of nonmodular recurrent networks is extremely small Tsodyks et al. (1996); Samsonovich and McNaughton
(1997); Sompolinsky and Kanter (1986); Amit et al. (1985). We believe such mechanisms cannot
account for the majority of internally stable place fields, and that most such fields are determined
by grid-like inputs. Thus, our focus is on exploring the capacity, constraints and structures of
place-field arrangements driven by multi-periodic grid cell inputs, which autonomously generate a
large and rich set of input states Fiete et al. (2008); Sreenivasan and Fiete (2011); Mathis et al.
(2012) even in the absence of external cues Hafting et al. (2005) through their internal recurrent
dynamics Burak and Fiete (2009); Yoon et al. (2013). (At the end, we turn to the contribution
of external spatial cues.) Specifically, we consider whether place cells can make free choices in
forming stable arrangements of fields given that their inputs are grid-like. At stake is determining
whether the underlying scaffold on which place cells associate external cues and location estimates
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are circumscribed by the geometric nature of the inputs. Mathematically, the problem can be
posed as one of determining the capacity of place cells viewed as perceptrons that combine multiple
inputs and make a decision on whether to fire (positive label) or not (negative label) by selecting
input weights and a firing threshold. Unlike the classical results on perceptrons Cover (1965);
Vapnik (1998); Brunel et al. (2004), the inputs in our problem are not random but structured,
and not in general position. Being in general position is a property about the linear independence
of inputs and is naturally satisfied when these inputs are independently sampled from a smooth
distribution. The violation of the assumption that inputs are in general position, which made the
counting of dichotomies and the derivation of perceptron capacity tractable Cover (1965), adds
complexity to our problem. However, the grid-cell code exhibits a number of symmetries that
allow for the computation of some more detailed quantities than typically done for general random
patterns, including capacity computations for dichotomies with prescribed numbers of positive
labels (fields). Specifically, we will consider ultra-sparse field arrangements, for which the number
of fields is fixed, as opposed to merely sparse field arrangements, for which the number of fields
scales with some fractional power of the input dimension Itskov and Abbott (2008).
In what follows, we characterize which potential arrangements of place fields are realizable
based on grid-like inputs, by providing counting results and deriving stringent theoretical results
on the separating capacity or the range of locations over which any arrangement of place fields
can be realized. We show that although grid-like inputs are structured, they permit a rich and
large repertoire of realizable place-field arrangements over arbitrary ranges. Nevertheless, these
arrangements are a small and special subset of potential arrangements and are highly constrained
by the input geometry. We show that the separation capacity—over which any potential place-field
arrangement is realizable—equals the rank of the grid-like input matrix. We derive an exact rank
formula, showing that it approaches the sum of the contributing grid periods. We also favorably
compare the stability of place fields with grid-like input relative to place cells with random inputs
by examining their optimal separation margins. Our model makes predictions for the relationships
between place and grid fields and between adjacent place fields in a place cell. Overall, our results
imply that grid-like inputs endow place cells with a large capacity for unique representations, but
at the same time place-field configurations are highly constrained by the geometry of grid cells,
defining an underlying representational scaffold that can be “overlaid” (that is, tagged or selected)
by external cues. Rigorous proofs supporting all our mathematical results are provided in SI
Appendix. Portions of this work have appeared previously in conference abstract form (Yim et al.,
2019a,b).

Modeling framework
Place cells as perceptrons. The perceptron model Rosenblatt (1958) idealizes a single neuron
as a linear classifier assigning binary output labels to high-dimensional input patterns (xj ∈ RN )
(Fig.1A). The output label is generated by summing entries of the input pattern according to a
learned weight vector (w ∈ RN ) and applying a learned threshold (θ):

1
if w · xj − θ > 0 ,
fw,θ (xj ) =
(1)
−1 otherwise .
A dichotomy is a partitioning of the set of input examples with positive and negative labels. A
dichotomy is “realizable” by a perceptron if the positively labeled examples are spatially segregated
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from the negatively labeled ones by a linear hyperplane (Fig.1B). Cover’s counting theorem provides
a count of realizable dichotomies when the patterns are in general position (Cover, 1965). A set
of patterns {x1 , . . . , xP } in a N -dimensional space is in general position if no subset of patterns
with less than N + 1 patterns is linearly dependent. In other words, no subset of n + 1 points lies
one a (n−1)-dimensional plane for all n ≤ N . Cover’s counting theorem states that if the input
dimension of the patterns is N , then any set of P ≤ S = N + 1 patterns in general position is
linearly separable, where S is the separating capacity1 . As P grows beyond S, the probability that
the patterns can be linearly separated decreases, dropping to 1/2 for P = 2N + 1, Fig. 1C (Cover,
1965).
Here, we consider a place cell as a perceptron whose high-dimensional input patterns (xj ) are
multi-periodic grid-cell patterns for an (appropriately discretized) location j. The place cell can
make a decision about where to put fields, and equally important, where not to put them, by
selecting its weights and threshold: (fw,θ (xj ) = 1: field) or not (fw,θ (xj ) = −1: no field), Fig.
1D. A particular arrangement of fields across locations is realizable by a place cell if there is some
set of input weights and threshold for which the summed grid inputs are above threshold at those
locations but below it at all other locations, Fig. 1D. A K-field arrangement is any arrangement
of exactly K fields.
In the following, we ask and answer two distinct but related questions: (1) Out of all potential
field arrangements, what fraction is realizable, and how does this realizable fraction differ for gridlike inputs compared to inputs encoded more conventionally, as random or one-hot coded inputs?
This is akin to perceptron function counting Cover (1965) with structured rather than generalposition inputs. (2) Over what range of locations is every potential field arrangement realizable,
and how does this range compare to the range over which the inputs provide a unique encoding
of locations? This is analogous to computing the perceptron separating capacity Cover (1965) for
structured rather than general-position inputs.
Structured input patterns. To address these questions analytically, we initially model each
grid cell as a {0, 1}-valued periodic function in discretized one-dimensional space, with one of M
integer-valued periods {λ1 , . . . , λM }, Fig. 1E. The inputs are arranged in modules, with inputs of
one module having a common response period. Cell i in module m has unit-valued peaks recurring
every φi = (i − 1)/λm mod 1, where i is a discretized spatial index in one dimension, Fig. 1E. The
input module of period λm consists of λm cells with a spread of all possible phases. Thus,
each
P
location j corresponds to an input pattern xj of {0, 1}-valued vectors of length N = M
m=1 λm ,
where nonzero entries correspond to co-active grid cells at position j. Collectively, these input
patterns xj define the grid-like code, whose codebook is Xg .
The number of unique input patterns that can be generated by this grid-like code in one spatial
dimension is L = LCM({λ1 , . . . , λM }), which grows exponentially with M for generic choices of
the periods {λm } Fiete et al. (2008). We consider field arrangements over the range l (1 ≤ l ≤ L),
where the size L of the codebook determines the “full range” of the grid-like code. We will consider
more realistic models of grid cell activity in later sections.
In the grid-like code, only one cell per module is active at any location. Thus, the grid-like code
belongs to a more general class of codes that we call modular-one-hot codes. In a modular-one-hot
code, inputs are divided into modules; within each module, the code is one-hot (only one active cell
per module) and cells are exchangeable. By contrast, cells are not exchangeable across modules if
1
Cover’s counting theorem is usually stated for perceptron with zero threshold for which the separating capacity
is N rather than N + 1.
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Figure 1. Place cells as perceptrons. (A) A perceptron sums each input pattern (xi ) with weights w and
returns a label, +1 or -1. The weights w are trained on a set of input patterns and desired labels with the goal
that the perceptron labels match the desired labels. (B) A set of patterns can be correctly labeled by a perceptron,
and the problem is thus realizable, if the positive examples can be linearly separated (by a hyperplane) from the
rest. The perceptron weights w encode the direction normal to the separating hyperplane, and the threshold sets
its distance from the origin. (C) Cover’s result Cover (1965): For random input patterns, the number of linearly
realizable pattern sets divided by the total number of pattern sets as a function of the size of the set is 1 when the
set has fewer patterns than the input dimension, and drops rapidly to zero when the number exceeds twice the input
dimension; P is the number of patterns in the set, and N is the input dimension (length of each input pattern).
(D) A conceptual view of a place cell as a perceptron: It sums weighted multi-periodic grid cell inputs (blue, orange
inputs have different periods; sum shown in black) and can draw a threshold to respond. From this example, it is
clear that some field arrangements are realizable (upper row of +, −) while others are not (lower row of +, −). (E)
Discretization (in space and response amplitude) of the scenario in (D). (F) Left: Discretized grid-like input code
as a function of locations, for two modules with integral periods {2, 3} (blue, orange, respectively). In each module,
the number of distinct phases (and cells) equals the period. The total number of locations that can be uniquely
represented by the input code (the number of distinct input states or patterns) is the LCM of the grid periods; in
this case, 6 (labeled x1 , . . . , x6 ). Right: graphs summarizing the states and state transitions within each module.

the modules have distinct periods. Modular-one-hot codes are a generalization of grid-like codes
in the sense that they exhibit the same modular structure, but there is no notion of a spatial
ordering or spatial encoding of locations. Their codebook Xmo comprises all possible combinations
of active cells. These can be written under product form as x = (y1 , . . . , yM ), where ym is the
λm -dimensional vector whose only unit
Q component marks the active cell in the m-th module. Thus,
the codebook Xmo comprises P = M
m=1 λm ≥ L patterns. The codebooks Xg and Xmo coincide
for pairwise-coprime periods.
Answering question (1) from above involves determining which dichotomies of modular-onehot patterns can be realized by a perceptron, independent of how these patterns map to spatial
locations. Thus, our computations apply generally to modular-one-hot codes and specifically to
grid-like codes. The general setting of the modular-one-hot code Xmo , which includes the grid-like
patterns Xg , will prove well-suited to perform combinatorial computations.
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Figure 2. Counting realizable field arrangements in a place-cell perceptron. (A) Geometric representation
of grid-like input patterns for the period {2, 3} example of Fig. 1F. Though the input patterns are 5-dimensional, they
have a simplified structure given by the product of the 2-graph and 3-graph in Fig. 1F because of the independentlyupdating modular structure of the code, and can be embedded as a 3D triangular prism. (B) All possible (translationally and symmetrically distinct) labelings of the set of inputs patterns over the full range of the code (S = 6),
excluding the trivial all ‘- or all ‘+’ (no fields and all fields) combinations. A ‘+’ label on a node of the diagram
represents a place field at that input location, and a fully labeled diagram is one particular arrangement of fields and
non-fields across all locations. The first five arrangements are realizable, while the last two (with black crosses) are
not. (C) For two modules with periods {λ1 , λ2 }, each location can be represented as one box on a λ1 × λ2 grid, whose
coordinates are given by the two phases for that location. The set of desired place fields (a desired field arrangement)
is then a set of colored boxes on this grid (left). If a colored block of boxes, non-increasing from left to right and top to
bottom, can be constructed by swapping rows and columns (middle; this is a Young diagram), the field arrangement
is realizable. For two modules, the existence of a Young diagram is necessary and sufficient for realizability. Right:
the frontier of the Young diagram, used for counting (SI Appendix).

Answering question (2) from above, which asks about the largest contiguous spatial range over
which all spatial field arrangements are realizable, involves determining which realizable dichotomies
of modular-one-hot patterns also correspond to realizable dichotomies (arrangements) of grid-like
patterns embedded into a given spatial environment. Thus, this question introduces the additional
constraint that input patterns represent spatially contiguous positions. In that respect, note that
spatially contiguous positions over any range l < L represent a particular (rather than random)
subset of Xmo .

Geometric arrangements of structured inputs
First, we seek to answer question (1). In modular-one-hot codes Xmo , which generalizes the grid-like
code, both the patterns xj (input matrix columns) and the input cells (input matrix rows) are fully
6
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exchangeable. This highly symmetric structure determines the geometric arrangement of patterns
in Xmo , and therefore also determines the number of dichotomies in Xmo that are realizable by
separating hyperplanes.
To make these ideas concrete, consider a simple example with module periods {2, 3}, Fig 1F
(left). In this code, the period-2 inputs alternate between two states: (0, 1) and (1, 0). We represent
this activity structure by an edge connecting these two states. Likewise, the period-3 cells alternate
between three exchangeable states: (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1), represented by a triangular graph
connecting the states , Figs. 1F. Together the modules visit all P = 6 combinations of their states;
the module updates can be viewed as independent. In other words, Xmo is geometrically given by
the product of the edge graph and the triangular graph, whose convex hull forms an orthogonal
triangular prism, Fig. 2A.
This geometric picture generalizes to an arbitrary number of modules M and to arbitrary module
periods λm , 1 ≤ m ≤ M . By exchangeability, each pattern in Xmo is an extreme point of the convex
hull. This convex hull defines a polytope which is the orthogonal product of M simplices. Each
period-λm module is represented by a simplex of dimension λm − 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ M (SI Appendix). In
a convex polytope, any vertex can be separated from all the rest by a hyperplane. Moreover, pairs
of vertices can be separated as well, if and only if they are connected by an edge. Thus, geometric
insight directly reveals the structure of realizable K-dichotomies in Xmo for K = 1 and K = 2
(where in a K-dichotomy, exactly K of the input patterns are positively labelled), showing that all
1-field and 2-field combinations are realizable.
In the following, we further leverage geometric insight to count generic K-dichotomies via
combinatorial arguments. The many symmetries of the modular-one-hot code will greatly facilitate
the enumeration of geometrically distinct dichotomies; for instance, in the period-{2, 3} example,
the symmetries reduce 26 = 64 possible dichotomies into only 8 distinct classes (including the
all-zeros dichotomy), Fig. 2B.

Counting realizable dichotomies
For modular-one-hot codes, a separating hyperplane specified by general weights can be equivalently
specified by non-negative weights and an appropriate threshold since all inputs have the same L1norm (SI Appendix; see Amit et al. (1989); Brunel et al. (2004) for similar result with random
inputs). This observation allows for a helpful analogy. The construction of a separating hyperplane
with non-negative weights for modular-one-hot inputs can be thought of as the composition of a
multi-course meal from a menu of options, with a total price constraint: Each module is one course
of the meal, each phase (cell) in a module is a choice of dish for that course, and the weight from that
cell is the price of that dish. The goal is to construct a meal by picking one item for the first, second,
third, etc. courses, so that the total cost remains at or below the fixed budget (the threshold). The
number of topologically distinct separating hyperplanes equals the number of meals that fit the
budget. For M = 2 modules, one can count the number of meals or separating hyperplanes with
the help of Young diagrams, which are commonly used to enumerate partitions of the integers, Fig.
2C (SI Appendix) Fulton and Fulton (1997). Young diagrams allow us to convert the geometric
problem of hyperplanes, which can vary infinitesimally but for which only certain variations—those
that change the classification of a data point—matter, into an appropriately topological one that
involves mere counting.
Using the Young-diagram approach, in the case where place cells receive inputs from two grid
7
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modules with periods λ1 and λ2 , the number of realizable dichotomies (for all sparseness K) in the
full range λ1 λ2 of grid patterns is
min(λ1 ,λ2 )

Nλ1 ,λ2 =

X

(λ +1)

1
(k!)2 Sk+1

(λ +1)

2
Sk+1

(−λ1 )

= B λ2

,

(2)

k=0
(n)

(n)

where Sk are Stirling numbers of the second kind and Bk are the poly-Bernoulli numbers (SI
Appendix). Poly-Bernoulli numbers were originally introduced by Kaneko to enumerate the set of
binary k-by-n matrices that are uniquely reconstructible from their row and column sums Kaneko
(1997). The use of Poly-Bernoulli numbers in enumerating permutations of Young diagrams was
pioneered in Postnikov (2006), while their asymptotic behavior along the diagonal was obtained
in de Andrade et al. (2015) as:


1
(2λ)!
(−λ)
√
Nλ,λ = Bλ
=
+ o(1)
.
(3)
(2 log 2)2λ
log 2 1 − log 2
2

This scales slower than λ2λ , while the number of dichotomies scales as 2λ . Thus the number of
realizable arrangements over the full range is a vanishing fraction of all potential arrangements.
For M ≥ 3 modules, it is not possible to directly use Young diagrams: All realizable field
arrangements still correspond to Young diagrams, but not all diagrams correspond to a linearly
separating hyperplane, thus counting Young diagrams is not equivalent to counting realizable field
arrangements. As expected given the difficulty of counting the number of linearly separable Boolean
functions of arbitrary (input) dimension, it becomes more difficult to enumerate realizable gridinput-driven field arrangements with arbitrarily many modules .
However, given that place fields are sparse even on long tracks, it is of substantial interest to
count the K-dichotomies, where K is small (K = 1, 2, 3 and 4). Using a similar approach, we can
count the number NK of these small-K dichotomies for any number of grid modules in full range,
and find that it scales as (derivation of exact number given in SI Appendix):
NK ∼ λM +K−1

(4)

in the limit of large periods λ1 , . . . , λM ∼ λ → ∞. This is to be compared with the corresponding total number of K-dichotomies, which scales as λM K . Thus, the fraction of achievable K-dichotomies
scales as λ−(M −1)(K−1) , which vanishes as a power law for large λ as soon as M > 1.
In summary, the set of realizable field arrangements is a vanishingly small fraction of all field
arrangements, meaning that place cells, when well-modeled as perceptron readouts of grid cell
inputs, have little freedom in where to place their fields.
Comparison with other input patterns. To give context to our results with grid-like
patterns, we introduce some key alternative structured encoding patterns for comparison: How
does the number of realizable field arrangements depend on the structure of these patterns, and
their level of modularity/hierarchy?
We define the N -dimensional one-hot (or ‘grandmother-cell’) code, denoted by Xoh , as patterns
of input dimension N in which there is exactly one active cell, and each cell is active in at most
one pattern; and the N -dimensional binary code, denoted by Xb , where the patterns correspond to
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In the one-hot code, all patterns lie on the vertices of a simplex, thereby in general position. All
cells are completely exchangeable, and the code has no modularity or hierarchy. It may be viewed
as a binarized version of the random patterns normally used for perceptrons: The set of N random
input patterns is linearly independent, below the separating capacity of N + 1.
The binary code is strongly modular and hierarchical: Each cell represents a specific position
(register) in the binary number system. Although input patterns are still exchangeable, there is
no longer exchangeability of cells as they each represent specific size scales; each cell is its own
module. Patterns in the binary code lie on the vertices of a hypercube and thus contain square
faces, prototypical examples of a non-general configuration, even for small numbers of patterns
relative to number of cells.
The modular-one-hot code, including the grid-like code, exhibits an intermediate degree of
hierarchy. Patterns lie on the vertices of a product of simplices; the resulting polytopes with M
modules contain M -dimensional hypercubes and are thus not in general position.
In Table 1, we directly compare the number of realizable dichotomies across codes, while keeping
the cell budget, i.e. the input dimension, fixed across codes. Although we expect our comparison
to remain valid for an arbitrary number of modules M , we have restricted our analysis to the case
M = 2, for which we have an explicit formula counting the total number of realizable dichotomies.
We set λ1 = λ2 = λ in the modular-one-hot code for ease of direct comparison with the one-hot
and binary codes of equal input dimension N = 2λ. For large λ, the one-hot code comprises far
fewer patterns (N = 2λ) than the grid-like code, which in turn comprises far fewer patterns than
binary codes (N 2 /4 = λ2 and 2N = 22λ , respectively), Table 1 (second column). This is due to
the greater expressive power permitted by modular (grid-like or modular-one-hot) and hierarchical
(binary) codes.
How many of these patterns admit realizable dichotomies? Just as for the modular-one-hot
codes, the patterns of the one-hot and binary codes fall on the vertices of a convex polytope. For
the one-hot code Xoh , the convex hull of patterns is the canonical (N − 1)-dimensional simplex,
thus any subset of K vertices (1 ≤ K ≤ N ) specifies a (K −1)-dimensional face of the simplex and
is a linearly separable dichotomy. All 2λM dichotomies of the one-hot code are therefore linearly
separable, as expected from Cover’s counting theorem, Table 1 (third column). And, the fraction
of realizable dichotomies for the one-hot code is therefore 1, Table 1 (fourth column).
9
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For the binary code Xb , the convex hull of the 2N patterns defines a N -dimensional hypercube,
thus some dichotomies are not linearly separable (e.g., the pair {(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1)}). Counting
the number of linearly separable dichotomies on the hypercube vertices, also referred to as linear
Boolean functions, has attracted much interest Peled and Simeone (1985); Hegedus and Megiddo
(1996). It is an NP-hard combinatorial problem. In the limit of large dimension (N → ∞), the
2
number of linearly separable Boolean functions scales as 2N /2 Zuev (1989), much larger than for
N
one-hot codes (Table 1, column three). However, this number is still a vanishing fraction of all 22
hypercube dichotomies, Table 1 (fourth column).
For the modular-one-hot code with M = 2, we determined earlier the total number of linear
(−λ)
dichotomies as the poly-Bernoulli number Bλ . For large periods, the scaling given in (3) is
approximately λ2λ , permitting a direct comparison with the one-hot and binary codes (Table 1,
row 2).
Given a fixed budget of grid cells, a greater degree of hierarchy (modular-one-hot and binary)
yields many more potential input patterns, as well as a much larger total number of realizable
arrangements (realizable dichotomies), relative to non-modular codes including the one-hot code.
At the same time, these realizable dichotomies represent a shrinking fraction of total possible
dichotomies, Table 1. The implication is that more hierarchical codes support many more realizable
field arrangements, but these are an increasingly special subset of all potential arrangements that
are strongly structured by the inputs, and thus cannot be chosen to have random or arbitrary
configurations. In summary, when compared with one-hot and binary codes, modular-one-hot
codes, including grid-like codes, occupy a middle-ground between constrained structure and pattern
richness (permitting many place-field arrangements).
Can we further compare grid-like codes with random (real-valued) codes, for which patterns are
always in general position? Such a comparison is hindered by the fact that, in principle, random
code can uniquely encode an infinite number of positions, yielding an infinite set of potential
dichotomies. To address this caveat, we compare grid-like codes and random codes for the same
number of input patterns rather than for the same budget of cells. Then, we seek the required
number of cells for the number of dichotomies realizable by the random code to scale as in the
grid-like code. Consider M = 2 grid modules with large periods of order λ. This corresponds to a
range of P = λ2 input patterns, leading to consider a random code with λ2 inputs with a yet-tobe-determined number of cells (input dimension) N . As N can be assumed small compared to λ2 ,
then by the asymptotic form of Cover’s counting theorem, the number of realizable dichotomies
scales as P N = λ2N for the random code. Thus, achieving the same scaling as the grid-like code,
requires a minimum number of cells of λ. This shows that for M = 2, the grid-like code requires
a comparable number of cells (twice) to achieve the same number of field arrangements as with
random codes. (We conjecture that grid-like codes with M modules would require M times more
cells than random codes over an identical range.)

Place-cell separating capacity
Above, we considered how many field arrangements a place cell can express when reading out a
modular-one-hot code, which remains valid for grid codes when considered over the full range of
positions L. We now turn to question (2) from above: If we require that all field arrangements
be realizable over some contiguous range of inputs, what is the maximum achievable range? This
quantity, denoted by l∗ , is the analogue of Cover’s separating capacity Cover (1965) for grid-like
10
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inputs. We therefore call l∗ the contiguous separating capacity of a place cell.
We provide three primary results on this question: (1) We establish that for grid-structured
inputs not in general position, the separating capacity l∗ equals the rank R of the input matrix. (2)
We derive analytical formulae for the rank R of grid-like input matrices with integer periods, and
generalize this notion to real-valued periods. (3) We
P show that the rank, and thus the separating
capacity, asymptotically approaches the sum Σ ≡ M
m=1 λm for generic real-valued periods. Our
analytical results are verified by numerical simulation and counting (proofs provided in SI).
We begin with a numerical example for periods {3, 4}, Fig. 3A: The range over which all Kfield arrangements are realizable – the place-cell separating capacity –is l∗ = 6. Separating capacity
curves for random inputs of the same input dimension (which equals matrix rank) as the grid-like
input are also shown for comparison, Fig. 3B (solid and dashed gray curves, respectively). Although
the separating capacity with grid-structured inputs is smaller than with inputs in general position
(same input dimension), it is notably not much smaller, Fig. 3B (cf. black versus cyan) and it is
larger than for dimension-matched inputs in general position if the readout weights are constrained
to be non-negative (Fig. 3B, gray). (In a later section, we will show that the larger fraction of
realizable field arrangements with random, general-position inputs are overall substantially less
robust than with grid cell inputs.) Next, we show how to analytically characterize the separating
capacity of place cells with grid-like inputs.
Separating capacity equals input-matrix rank. For inputs in general position, the separating capacity is equal to the rank of the input matrix (plus 1 when the threshold is allowed to be
non-zero), which equals the dimension (number of cells) of the input patterns. When the inputs
are not in general position, the separating capacity is upper-bounded by the rank, and the rank is
upper-bounded by the dimension.
For any structured (non-general) input generated iteratively by repeated application of the same
linear operator, the separating capacity saturates its bound and equals the input rank. To see this,
consider a 1D translation-invariant code generated by successively applying a shift operator J, such
that this process forms a sequence of distinct patterns x, Jx, J 2 x, . . . J l x encoding l contiguous
locations. The number of dimensions spanned by these patterns strictly increases upon adding
a new pattern until some limit value l∗ . After this, the dimension remains constant. This value
equals the rank R of the input pattern matrix.
For a grid-like code, such an operator is given as a simultaneous one-unit phase shift in all grid
modules. Thus, when l ≤ R, contiguous grid-like inputs are in general position and all dichotomies
are realizable. Moreover, we show that when l = R + 1 input positions, there will be non-realizable
field arrangements (SI Appendix). Therefore, the contiguous separating capacity is l∗ = R.
Next, we compute this rank for the grid-like code under increasingly general assumptions.
Matrix-rank formulae and convergence to sum of grid periods
Integer periods. We compute the input rank as the dimension of the vector space spanned by the
rows of the input matrix. There are λm rows in the m-th module (1 ≤ m ≤ M ), which consist of all
the cyclic permutations of the same λm -periodic binary vector of length L = LCM({λ1 , . . . , λM }).
Thus, the subspaces generated by a module’s input rows have the convenient property to be stabilized by the circulant permutation matrix of size L × L. Therefore, the subspace spanned by each
module can be represented as the span of a subset of those eigenvectors. By counting the number
of unique basis elements generating all the subspaces using the inclusion-exclusion principle (SI
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Figure 3. Place-cell separating capacity. (A) Fraction of realizable K-field arrangements vs track length (full
range is marked L). Grid periods are {3, 4}. (B) Fraction of realizable field arrangements vs length of track (all K).
Cyan (purple) line: fraction for random input of the same rank (dimension of input) as the grid-like input. Gray
lines: fraction for random input of the same rank as the grid-like input with non-negative weight constraint. (C)
q
Ratio of critical track length to sum of periods (Rre
/Σ, given by Eq. 6) as a function of number of decimal places q for
100 realizations of grid cell input with real-value periods, which are randomly drawn with the following constraints:
M ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and λi ∈ [3, 20). The ratio approaches 1 from below as q increases. (D) Scatter plot of critical track
length as a function of sum of grid periods. (E) The two spatial responses obtained for grid periods {2, 3}, which
utilize 4 cells and 9 cells, respectively. (F) Maximal spatial mesh size for which each position has a unique grid-like
code. The contiguous set of positions highlighted in brown achieves the separating capacity of the grid-like code.

Appendix), we get:

Rint (λ1 , · · · , λM ) =

M
X
i=1

λi +

M
X
k=2

(−1)k−1

M
(X
k)

GCD(Ski ) ,

(5)

i=1

where Ski is the i-th k-element set of periods in {λ1 , . . . , λM }. It
Pfollows from the inclusion-exclusion
principle that the rank satisfies Σ ≥ Rint (λ1 , · · · , λM ) ≥ Σ − i<j GCD(λi , λj ). If the periods are
pairwise-coprime, all the GCDs are 1 and this formula reduces to Rcopr (λ1 , . . . , λM ) = Σ − M + 1.
Thus, for large periods, Rcopr approaches Σ, the sum of the grid-like input periods, which specifies
the generic scaling of the rank. If selected uniformly at random over a finite range N , the module
periods yield pairwise GCDs that scale as o(N ) Cesaro (1881). Next, we exploit this fact to
generalize the rank formula to real-valued periods. We will see that under reasonable conditions,
12
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the generalized rank and thus the separating capacity are well-approximated by Σ.
Real-valued periods. Actual grid periods are probably best described as truncated or finiteq
resolution versions of real-valued grid periods. We therefore consider the sequence of ranks Rre
defined as:
q
Rre
(λ1 , · · · , λM ) = Rint (bqλ1 c, · · · , bqλM c) ,
(6)
where b·c denotes the floor operation, q is an integer, and where we assume with no loss of generality
that the periods are real numbers 0 < λ1 < . . . < λM . The larger q, the finer the resolution of
the integer approximation to the real-valued period, which intuitively corresponds to scaling the
number of grid cells by N in each module. When the periods λ1 < . . . < λM are rational numbers,
q
the sequence Rre
eventually scales linearly with q, when q exceeds their least common denominator.
Thus, for rational periods, we can define the resolution-independent separating capacity as:
q
l? = lim Rre
(λ1 , · · · , λM )/q .
q→∞

(7)

The above limit fails to exist for certain irrational numbers, thus extending our definition of separating capacity to real-valued periods must be done statistically. Assume with no loss of generality
that the periods are drawn uniformly in (0, 1). Then, in the limit of fine resolution q → ∞, the
truncations bqλ1 c, · · · , bqλM c P
are uniformly distributed integers in {1, . . . , q}, for which we have
q
0 ≤ qΣ − Rre (λ1 , · · · , λM ) ≤ i<j GCD(bλi qc, bλj qc). In the limit q → ∞, the probability that
GCD(bλi qc, bλj qc) = g asymptotically scales as 1/g 2 , which is independent of q Cesaro (1881). This
implies that with probability one, the limit (7) is well-defined and amounts to l? = Σ, which we
equate with the resolution-independent separating capacity for real-valued periods. In Fig. 3C-D,
we show numerically that this asymptotic scaling is actually reached quite rapidly with increasing
q.
In short, all potential field configurations are realizable over a range given by the sum of periods
of the grid modules contributing to that place cell’s response. Each local region of hippocampus
likely receives inputs from two to three modules Honda et al. (2012); Cappaert et al. (2015),
suggesting that the place-cell separating capacity is a few times the grid period.
The result above implies that place cells can only have complete flexibility in forming fields across
one or at most a few small environments. Selecting an arrangement of fields over these spaces then
constrains the choices that can be made over all remaining space. Crucially, if place cells maintain
their input weights and thus a given arrangement for one environment, this choice restricts the
field configurations in others, except for the fields driven directly by localized external sensory
cues. Conversely, if a place cell learns field arrangements in a new environment by modifying
the grid-to-place weights, it is highly likely that this learning will change the representation in
previous environments (however, learning new associations between external cues and the place
field scaffolds will not). Thus, the very small separating capacity of place cells according to our
model may provide an explanation for the high volatility of the place code Ziv et al. (2013).
Extension to 2D environments. The notion of contiguous separating capacity generalizes
to more realistic spatial settings, including when the underlying space is 2-dimensional. In 2D,
a grid cell’s peaks fall on a 2-dimensional triangular lattice, Fig. 3E. Our generalization is valid
for d-dimensional (discretized) space. We previously defined the contiguous separating capacity as
the maximum spatial distance (1D) over which all dichotomies of positions are linearly separable.
More generally, we define the contiguous separating capacity as the volume of d-dimensional space
over which all field arrangements are realizable with grid-like inputs, where each grid module is
13
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assumed to form a d-dimensional periodic response (using a number of cells that grows with d in
the exponent), Fig. 3F. In dimension d > 1 the contiguous separating capacity can be achieved by
several different sets of positions.
For a set of grid modules with periods λ1 , . . . , λM the separating
PM
d , Fig. 3F (SI Appendix). This result follows from essentially
capacity is ld? = Σd =
λ
m=1 m
the same reasoning as for 1D environments (SI Appendix), with the only added complication
of considering the action of d commuting operators J on the grid-like code, with each operator
associated with a one-unit shift along one of the spatial dimensions.
To summarize, the separating capacity of a place cell fed with grid cell input approaches the
same capacity as if fed with general-position inputs of the same rank.

Maximal margins and robustness
The margin of a decision boundary separating two classes of patterns is twice the shortest distance
between the patterns and the boundary. The maximum margin is the largest achievable margin for
that classification. The larger the maximum margin, the more robust is the desired classification
to perturbations in the inputs or weights. For desired place-field arrangements, we thus compare
maximum margins, herein simply referred to as margins, when the inputs are grid-like or not.
When the input patterns are structured rather than random, the margins take specific values
based on the geometry of the input patterns rather than being described by distributions on statistical inputs (see e.g. Figure 2B). In general, the margin of a perceptron can be computed using
a linear support vector machine (SVM)(Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), which reduces the problem to a
quadratic programming problem. We use the SVC function in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
to numerically solve this problem for three types of input codes: the grid-like code, the shuffled
grid-like code—a shuffled version of the grid-like code without modular structure—, and the random code of uniformly distributed random inputs. To make the comparison across codes fair, we
generate: (1) patterns (columns) with the same total level of activity (their L1 norms sum to one
and (2) the same total number of input patterns across codes (the number is smaller than the
separating capacity for all three codes to ensure that a solution exists).
The random code admits more field arrangements (linearly separable dichotomies) with the
same number of input patterns, as expected given that the random inputs are in general position,
whereas the grid-like inputs are not (Fig. 4B). However, the grid-like code produces large margins
compared to the random code, with substantially higher average and minimum maximum margins,
Fig. 4A (cf. horizontal black lines and blue violins).
The shuffled binary code exhibits a wider spread of margins (cf. orange violins), and thus overall
smaller margins, than the grid-like code. In sum, the periodic and modular nature of the grid-like
code creates wider margins and greater stability in the formation of place fields than alternative
inputs.
Next we consider whether our result, that realizable place-fields occur in constrained arrangements, qualitatively persists with the addition of spatial inputs that are not grid-like. We added
L non-grid spatially tuned inputs (with spatially dense tuning, modeled by frozen samples of uniformly distributed random inputs; L = 30, 74, 100, in addition to input from 74 grid cells, Fig. 4C.
Alternatively, we add L spatially sparse non-grid inputs (same values for L; see Numerical Methods
for details).
With either of these additional inputs, more field arrangements become realizable, as expected
given that the input matrix is now of higher rank. With spatially dense inputs, the distribution of
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Figure 4. Maximum margins and robustness of place-field arrangements with grid and non-grid inputs.
In all subplots, grid periods are {31, 43} and margins are determined using the SVM algorithm (with thresholds; no
weight constraints). Input columns (patterns) are normalized to have unity L1 norm. (A) For grid-like inputs, the
margins are deterministic and take up a small number of discrete values (black) across a very large number of field
arrangements. Orange: Distribution of margins obtained when the grid-like input matrix is shuffled across columns
(10 shuffles of the grid-like input matrix, sampling of 1000 realizable field arrangements per shuffle and per K).
Blue: Distribution of margins for random inputs in general position (random input matrix sampled from a uniform
distribution [0, 1); 10 realizations of a random matrix, 1000 samples per realization and K). (B) The cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of margins for grid-like, shuffled, and random inputs. 1000 field arrangements are sampled
for each K and the CDF includes margins across realizable field arrangements. Realizable field arrangements with
grid-like inputs tend to have large margins; arrangements with shuffled, and random inputs in particular, have
smaller margins. There are more field realizable arrangements with random inputs (fraction close to 1). (C) Effect
of additional dense non-grid inputs on grid-like input margins: Black: margins as in (A-B). Blue, cyan, green circles:
how the grid-like margins are modified when 30, 74, or 100 additional spatially dense inputs are provided. Each
circle: average margin over 10 realizations of the input when separate dense spatial inputs are also included (dense
spatial inputs drawn from a uniform distribution with ratio of peak random input to peak grid-like input 1:93).
More field arrangements become realizable and the average margins over 10 randomly drawn newly realizable field
arrangements are marked as triangles. (D) Same as (C) except that separate sparse spatial inputs are included
(sparse spatial inputs of the same amplitude as the grid-like input are on at random locations with probability
1/190). Margins are determined largely by the grid cells.

margins spreads, with a large number of small margins corresponding to the newly realizable field
arrangements are substantially lower than the previous margins, Figs. 4C, so that the the number
of robustly separable fields actually shrinks. With spatially sparse inputs, neither the number of
arrangements nor their margins is strongly affected, meaning that the place-cell response remains
largely determined by the grid cell drive.
Finally, real grid cells have graded responses profiles, with Gaussian-shaped activity bumps.
These can be obtained by simple linear convolution of the discrete responses in our grid-like code
with a smooth kernel. If the convolution matrix has rank equal to or larger than the binary grid
cell input matrix, the set of realizable dichotomies remains unchanged.
In sum, random and shuffled input codes permit more field arrangements than grid-like inputs,
but have smaller margins. The addition of a small random spatial input to the grid inputs also
increases the number of field arrangements, but the additional achievable field arrangements have
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much smaller margins and are thus not robust (SI Appendix Fig. S6). The addition of non-grid
spatial inputs, if dense, can increase the number of realizable arrangements, but reduce overall
stability, while sparse non-grid spatial inputs do not significantly change the qualitative results
with grid-like inputs alone.

Predictions: Structure of the place-field scaffold
We have shown that place-field arrangements are highly constrained, such that only a tiny fraction
of potential field arrangements within or across environments can be achieved. The ones that can
be achieved can be understood intuitively with a simple picture: A field arrangement consists of
the set of locations where a cell has fields, and equally important, the complementary set where
it should have no fields. A place cell could choose its input weights and threshold to produce a
field at one location, but that choice now strongly constrains other field and nonfield locations:
Because grid-cell inputs are multiply peaked and non-local, strengthening weights from grid cells
with certain phases and periods to obtain a peak at one location means that the place cell will
also be strongly driven wherever subsets of those peaks recur in the grid input, as seen in Fig. 1D.
This phenomenon, which we mathematically quantified above, generates predictions both about
how place-field arrangements are constrained by their grid inputs, and about how place fields are
constrained by others within a spatial scaffold. Overall, our model predicts that low-dimensional
grid-cell states induce complex place cell activity patterns, rather than that place field patterns
induce low-dimensional grid responses Dordek et al. (2016).
Our predictions are three-fold: (1) Place-field/grid-field relationships: The fields of a place cell
will tend to coincide or align with the grid fields of the grid cells that drive it, within and across
environments, Figure 5A. This means that all the fields of a place cell will fall at a field of at least
one and likely more of the grid cells driving it, Fig. 5B. The stronger the input from a grid cell to
a place cell, the more likely the place fields will coincide with that cell’s grid peaks. A corollary is
that it should not be possible to induce stable place-field formation Bittner et al. (2015), except at
locations consistent with the underlying grid cell input drive or where a strong local external cue
is present. (2) Place field/place-field relationships, or the structure of the scaffold: The relative
positions of the multiple fields of a place cell will be geometrically constrained, reflecting the
combined geometries of the grid cells that project to it, with much more regularity than expected
from random placement of fields. Specifically, the inter-field interval (IFI) distributions of the
place fields in large environments will be structured with a few large components reflecting the
combination of interfield intervals Yoon et al. (2016) in the underlying grid cells that drive the
place cells, Figs. 5C-D. (3) More conceptually, our model predicts that external cues should recruit
or “select” place fields based on the underlying grid-induced scaffold, because these fields are more
robust, and also serve to associate external cues with internal motion-based estimates.

Discussion
Summary of mathematical results
Mathematically, formulating the problem of place-field arrangements as a perceptron problem led us
to examine the realizable (linearly separable) dichotomies of patterns that lie not in general position
but on the vertices of regular polytopes, thus extending Cover’s results to a case of structured
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Figure 5. Predictions: Signatures of grid cell constraints on place-field arrangements. (A) Schematic:
Our model, in which the majority of place fields are driven by grid cell inputs with Gaussian profile, makes predictions
of two kinds, about place field-grid field relationships (vertical dashed lines) and place field-place field relationships
(horizontal arrows). Place fields form when the summed input at a place cell is high (dashed lines). Thus, place fields
tend to coincide with some activity peaks in some grid cells. (B) A place cell receives input from 15 grid cells from
three modules with periods {31, 43, 59}, five in each module with randomly drawn phases. Weights from grid cells to
the place cell are randomly drawn from Lognormal(0,1) (amplitudes relative to maximum weight in magenta), which
determine the sum of periodic input each module contributes (with minimum of the sum subtracted and amplitudes
relative to maximum in green). The polar coordinate represents phase φ ∈ [0, 1) and the radial coordinate displays
the amplitude from 0 to 1. Place field locations are defined as the center of mass of the continuous pieces of input
above the threshold, defined as mean plus two standard deviation of the total input across all locations. We compare
the field locations with the firing fields of grid cells, defined as the locations above 0.95 of its peak amplitude. The
blue line shows the fraction of coincident fields in a place cell with grid cells with all possible phases from three
modules separately. Place fields in a place cell are likely to occur at field locations of a few subsets of grid cells with
certain phases. (C-D) Predicted relationships between fields of a place cell. (C) Distribution of inter-field-intervals
for adjacent fields in 100 model place cells with different weights as in (B). Peaks occur at integer combinations of
the component grid periods (multiples of 31, 43, 59: blue, orange, green, respectively)(D) Same as (C) but the inputs
correspond to 1D slices
√ through
√ 2D triangular grid-like responses with periods {31, 43}. Peaks are located at linear
combinations of λ, λ 3 and λ 7 based on the spatial structure of grid cell activity along the slices.

input Cover (1965). Input configurations not in general position complicate the counting of linearly
separable dichotomies. For instance, counting the number of linearly separable Boolean functions,
which is precisely the problem of counting the linearly separable dichotomies on the hypercube, is
NP-hard Peled and Simeone (1985); Hegedus and Megiddo (1996).
For grid-like input, the regular polytope is obtained as an orthogonal product of simplices whose
dimensions are set by the number of cells in each grid module. The grid-like input is a type of
modular-one-hot code, in which the population is divided into modules and only one cell is active at
a time per module. Exploiting the symmetries of modular-one-hot codes allowed us to characterize
and enumerate the realizable K-dichotomies for small fixed cardinality K (K positive labels or Kfield configurations), which for a fixed finite K is not a well-posed problem for patterns in general
position since the solution will depend on the specific configuration of patterns. We characterized
the realizable dichotomies by relying on combinatorial objects called Young diagrams Fulton and
Fulton (1997). For the special case of M = 2 modules, we expressed the total number of dichotomies
as a poly-Bernoulli number Kaneko (1997).
Interestingly, modular-one-hot codes allow each realizable dichotomy to equivalently be achieved
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with non-negative weights (SI Appendix), consistent with neurobiological constraints of excitatory
projections from entorhinal cortex to hippocampus White et al. (1977); Cappaert et al. (2015).

A large, rich scaffold of place field patterns for the formation of distinct maps
In our model, the dominant determinants of place field locations are grid cell inputs, under the
reasoning that grid cells provide place cells with their primary source of spatial information based
on integration of motion cues when external sensory cues are sparse. Below, we further examine this
assumption. We showed that grid cell input enables the formation of a large number of place-field
arrangements (Table 1). The number of realizable place-cell patterns when driven by grid cells far
exceeds the number that can be generated recurrently purely within the hippocampus (assuming
simple, non-modular recurrent dynamics within the hippocampus), as we argue below. Thus, the
grid cell mechanism provides a quantifiably rich and large scaffold of distinct place-cell patterns,
that are moreover robust, on which to “hang” external sensory cues and associate them with internal
coordinates and each other in the formation of distinct maps for multiple environments.
As described in the section on separating capacity, once grid-to-place weights are set over a
relatively small space, they set up a scaffold also outside of that space. Hanging an external cue
would involve updating the weights from the external sensory inputs to place cells that are close
to or above threshold based on the existing scaffold. This does not require relearning grid-to-place
weights and does not cause interference with previously learned maps. By contrast, relearning the
grid-to-place weights rearranges the overall scaffold, degrading previously learned maps (volatility
Ziv et al. (2013)).
Note that all our results apply to the situation where grid cell states are incremented based on
motion through cognitive spaces, not just physical space, and these states in turn drive place-cell
responses (Killian et al., 2012; Constantinescu et al., 2016; Aronov et al., 2017).

Other sources of spatial tuning in hippocampus
This work considers that place fields are essentially feedforward-driven conjunctions between (sparse)
external sensory cues and (dense) motion-based internal position estimates represented periodically
in grid cells. In considering place-cell responses as thresholded versions of their feedforward inputs,
our model resembles notable other influential models in the literature, including Hartley et al.
(2000); Solstad et al. (2006); Sreenivasan and Fiete (2011), as well as some contemporaneous models Whittington et al. (2019), and contrasts with other notable models in which place-cell responses
emerge from recurrent pattern formation Tsodyks et al. (1996).
Our model is valid in the regime where grid cell inputs are the primary drivers of the spatiallytuned response of place cells. External sensory cues including environment or task boundaries
and landmarks also provide reliable and spatially localized signals to drive place field firing (via
lateral or medial entorhinal cortex); however, these external cues tend to be sparsely available,
and we showed that sparse external cues do not qualitatively change our results and conclusions.
Another possibility is that the hippocampus generates its own spatially tuned inputs through
recurrent connections and internal velocity integration, according to the theory of pattern-forming
continuous attractor networks Zhang (1996); Samsonovich and McNaughton (1997); Burak and
Fiete (2009). However, the problem with these networks is that their dynamical capacity (number
of fixed points) is very small (at most ∼ N states with N neurons Amit et al. (1985); Gardner (1988);
Abu-Mostafa and Jacques (1985); Sompolinsky and Kanter (1986); Samsonovich and McNaughton
18
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(1997); Battista and Monasson (2019)) unless they have special modular structure, as do grid
cells, in which case the low-capacity individual modules together combinatorially produce a large
library of states Burak and Fiete (2009); Sreenivasan and Fiete (2011); Mosheiff and Burak (2019);
Fiete et al. (2014); Pogodin and Latham (2019); Chaudhuri and Fiete (2019). Thus, it is possible
in principle that hippocampal cells could generate high-capacity stable spatial tuning without
feedforward input from grid cells or external sensory cues if they contained modular organization,
but without it, internal recurrent dynamics alone could not explain a large fraction of place fields.
In sum, we have shown that place cells can achieve a very large number of persistent and stable
coding states by combining grid cell inputs, much larger than by general recurrent dynamics within
the hippocampus, forming a large scaffold on which to associate external cues. Nevertheless, the
allowed states are strongly constrained by the geometry of the grid-cell drive.

Numerical methods
Random input, weight-constrained random input and shuffled input
Entries of the random input matrix are uniformly distributed variables in [0, 1). As far as linear
separability is concerned (Fig. 3), matrices of the same rank and with the same number of patterns
as the grid cell matrix are considered. As such input patterns are in general position, Cover’s
counting theorem can be applied to count the realizable dichotomies Cover (1965). As for margins
(Fig. 4), matrices of the same size as the grid cell matrix are used and threshold is imposed. Note
that rank-constrained random input matrices simply result in smaller margins, which does not
affect our conclusion that grid-like code gives rise to larger margins than random code. Weightconstrained random input (Figs. 3B,D) are random input with non-negative weight and threshold
constraints imposed during training. As margins scale linearly with the linear spread of the patterns,
input columns (patterns) are normalized to have unity L1 norm.

Additional dense spatial inputs and sparse spatial inputs
On top of the grid cell input, additional spatial input is incorporated to test the robustness of the
realizable field arrangements due to grid cell input (Figs. 4C,D). Dense spatial input consists of
non-negative, uniformly distributed random variable with 20% of the mean activity of an average
grid cell. Sparse spatial input consists of binary entries, with 20% of an average grid cell activity,
randomly distributed within cells. All input columns (patterns) are normalized to have unity L1
norm.

Gaussian-profiled grid cell input in a random weight model
The spatially periodic grid cell activity in 1D can be written as a function of phase (Fig. 5). The
phase φ associated with location s and grid period λ is given by
mod λ
,
(8)
λ
where 0 ≤ φ < 1. The activity profile of a grid cell is represented by a unimodal Gaussian in terms
of phase (Sreenivasan and Fiete, 2011)
φ(s) =

s

g(φ, ϕ) = exp(−

||φ − ϕ||2
)
2σg2
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where
||φ|| = min(|φ|, 1 − |φ|)

(10)

is the distance metric on phases. Each grid cell has an intrinsic phase ϕ. The width σg in phase is
independent of the underlying grid cell’s spatial response period and is set to be 0.16 (the full-width
at half-max of the grid cell tuning curve equals 3/8 of the response period). Thus, the firing field
width in real space scales linearly with the grid period. Extending to 2D, the activity of a grid cell
at location x is given by
X
2
(11)
g(x) =
e−||x−v||/2σg ,
v∈Γ

√

where Γ = mλ(1, 0) + nλ(1/2, 3/2) for all integers m and n Yoon et al. (2016). Concerning grid
cell activity along a 1D slice through 2D with origin at c and orientation at θ relative to the x-axis,
x can be parametrized by t as
x(t) = (cos θ, sin θ)t + c.

(12)
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